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Trust Lead for Central Professional Learning, Research & Development
Career Stage Opportunities

Social Justice through Exceptional Schools

1. ECF
2. RQT
3. Co-Design
4. Subject Hubs
5. Conferences
6. Specialist Leaders of Education (SLEs)
7. Facilitation
8. Mentor/Coach
9. Trust Leadership
10. NPQs
Central Region Schools Trust
Succession Planning Provision ECF to Leadership

Trainee Teacher

- ECF (2 yr. programme)
- ECT (Ambition Institute)
- Bespoke support plan
- Episodic videos/coaching model
- Conferences (CRST/ECF)

RQT
- CRST Design thinking research project

Early Careers (YR1-3)

Subject Knowledge
- Subject Hubs
- Co-Design Lead
- Lead Practitioner
- Masters

Leadership (Yr4 onwards)
- CRST Middle (Insights)
- NQPs
- Leading Teaching
- Teacher Development
- Behaviour & Culture
- SLT Headship

Teach Central/CRST Facilitator/CLE

Central Region Schools Trust

CPD Offer across ‘family’ including bespoke/tailored provision
High quality mentoring & coaching at all levels
Co-Design Model (Primary/Secondary) including subject conferences
KASE/T&L Cycle

Teach Central
Formerly RSA Teaching School Alliance

Central Professional Learning, Research & Development
The Assay Studios – our Central CPLRD base
Design Thinking Launch
14th November 2019